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ABSTRACT

Ancient monuments are puzzling from an evolutionary perspective. It is obvious that their construction would have been costly in terms of energy, but it is not clear how they would have enhanced reproductive success. In the late 1980s, Robert Dunnell proposed a solution to this conundrum. He argued that wasting energy on monuments and other forms of what he called “cultural elaboration” was adaptive in highly variable environments. Here, we report a study in which we used an agent-based model to test Dunnell’s hypothesis. We found that the propensity to waste was subject to strong negative selection regardless of the level of environmental variability. At the start of the simulation runs, agents wasted ca. 50% of the time but selection rapidly drove that rate down, ultimately settling at ca. 5–7%. This casts doubt on the ability of Dunnell’s hypothesis to explain instances of cultural elaboration in the archaeological record.

Introduction

Evolutionary theory predicts that individuals will usually seek to maximize their reproductive success. One implication of this is that energetically expensive behaviours that do not contribute to reproductive success will be selected against and therefore should be uncommon. Yet, the archaeological record of the last 12,000 years is full of items that would have been energetically expensive to make and are not easy to explain in terms of reproductive success. Obvious examples include the henge monuments of Britain, the pyramids of the Maya region, and the beehive tombs of Greece. In the late 1980s, the well-known American archaeologist Robert Dunnell proposed a counter-intuitive solution to this apparent paradox (Dunnell 1989; see also Dunnell 1999 and Dunnell and Greenlee 1999), a solution that has since become known as the “waste hypothesis.” According to Dunnell (1989), wasting behaviour produces an evolutionary benefit in highly variable environments. In the present paper we report a study in which we tested the key prediction of Dunnell’s (1989) hypothesis with agent-based model (ABM) experiments. These experiments involved manipulating environmental variability and monitoring changes in the prevalence of wasting behaviour in successive generations of agents.

Background

Dunnell introduced the waste hypothesis in a book chapter titled “Aspects of the Application of Evolutionary Theory in Archaeology” (Dunnell 1989). In this paper, Dunnell referred to the construction of monuments, temples, and tombs as “cultural elaboration” (pg. 47). He argued that cultural elaboration has two effects that are adaptive. First, it decreases a population’s size directly by diverting energy away from reproduction and this effectively creates a buffer between the population and the carrying capacity of its environment. In a highly variable environment, Dunnell (1989) proposed, the lower short-term birth rates of wasteful individuals result in lower near-term resource requirements, which gives wasters an advantage during environmental downturns because a reduction in carrying capacity is less likely to affect them. Over the long-term, the buffer leads to higher population growth rates among wasters relative to non-wasters. According to Dunnell (1989), cultural elaboration also produces an evolutionary benefit by acting as a sink for excess time. When environmental conditions worsen, time that would previously have been wasted can instead be used for resource acquisition. Given these two benefits, Dunnell (1989) posited, wasting can be expected to have a long-term adaptive advantage over not wasting.

Ten years after Dunnell introduced the waste hypothesis, Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999) outlined an alternate version. They reframed the hypothesis in terms of “bet-hedging,” which is an evolutionary strategy long studied by biologists (Gillespie 1973, 1977, 1974; Seger and Brockmann 1987; Roff
Specifically, they argued that energetically wasteful behaviour is a kind of variance-reducing bet-hedging. They suggested that wasting energy rather than directing it into reproduction improves the chances of parental and offspring survival in highly variable environments because it reduces the number of offspring a parent needs to feed during downturns. While this leads to lower reproductive output in the short-term, it can lead to a greater number of wasters over the long term by lowering through-time variance in the fitness of such individuals.

The notion of adaptive waste has been used to explain a number of instances of cultural elaboration in the past. Hamilton (1999), for example, noted the coincident timing of the building of mounds in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Florida and changes in the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Around 5000 BP, ENSO periodicity and storm severity increased creating more variable environmental conditions. According to Hamilton (1999), the increased variability coincided with mound building at Archaic period sites in the three states. Mound building, she suggested, would have been an energy sink that kept the population below carrying capacity – i.e. Dunnell’s (1989) buffer, protecting the population from climate downturns – leading to increasing numbers of mound builders over time until the behaviour became common. Similar arguments have been made in relation to mounds elsewhere in the US (Dunnell and Greenlee 1999; Madsen 2001; Peacock and Rafferty 2013).

In another example, Kornbacher (1999, 2002) used the waste hypothesis to explain cultural elaboration in ancient Peru. She pointed out that Peru’s environment is highly variable because it contains river valley oases within deserts, and experiences strongly seasonal rainfall, tectonic activity, avalanches, and volcanic eruptions. She also pointed out that the two most pronounced periods of cultural elaboration, Moche III/IV and the Middle Sicán, coincided with or occurred shortly after periods when environmental variability became more pronounced. Kornbacher (1999, 2002) argued that the cultural elaboration was wasteful behaviour and that it mitigated the negative effects of the highly variable environment.

Among the other cases of cultural elaboration that have been explained with the waste hypothesis are passage graves in Ireland (Aranyosi 1999), the Egyptian pyramids (Sterling 1999), and Classic Maya monumental architecture (Sack 2012). Monumentality, tattooing, and carving traditions in Polynesia have also been explained with the waste hypothesis (Graves and Sweiney 1993; Graves and Ladefoged 1995; Hunt and Lipo 2001; Genz and Hunt 2003; Allen 2010).

While the waste hypothesis has been used to explain a range of instances of cultural elaboration in the archaeological record, critical evaluations of the hypothesis have been few and far between. To the best of our knowledge, there has only been one attempt to assess the hypothesis in detail and that analysis only examined the bet-hedging version (Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon 1999). With this in mind, we decided to evaluate Dunnell’s (1989) version of the waste hypothesis with an ABM, which is a computer programme that allows selection experiments to be conducted on virtual individuals attempting to live and reproduce in a virtual environment, the characteristics of which can be manipulated (Cegielski and Rogers 2016).

We opted to use an ABM in light of some of the challenges of evolutionary analysis. One of these is that the patterns produced by evolutionary systems can be difficult to predict a priori due to complex interactions between individuals and their environment. Another challenge is that evolution often involves many years, especially for long-lived organisms, making it hard to gather the real-world data required to evaluate evolutionary hypotheses. A third challenge of evolutionary analysis is that it can be difficult to distinguish selection-driven evolution from drift when looking at real-world data (Millstein 2008; Walsh and Lynch 2018). In part, this is because making such a distinction requires that we have a neutral trait to serve as a baseline for comparison, but identifying a neutral trait can be as difficult as identifying one that is under selection (Millstein 2008). ABMs can overcome all three of these challenges. They can incorporate any dynamics of interest so that we can observe the outcome of complex processes directly, and the timescales of evolutionary processes in ABMs are controllable so we can gather data relevant to both the short and long term. Moreover, ABMs can include a truly neutral trait to serve as a benchmark for identifying selective pressure on other traits. Together, these features of ABMs allow us to evaluate evolutionary hypotheses that would otherwise be difficult or even impossible to test with real-world data.

Dunnell (1989, 47) defined waste as energy that is expended in such a way that it “cannot be recovered at a later date” but which nonetheless has an adaptive role during environmental perturbation because it “lowers the birth rate” and creates “a reservoir of time that an organism can devote to subsistence and/or reproduction in difficult conditions.” Note the stress on the individual in the latter quotation. This is important for attempts to test the hypothesis because it indicates that Dunnell (1989) viewed waste as adaptive for the individual not the group, i.e. it indicates he believed that the frequency of wasting behaviour in a population is the result of individual-level selection not group-level selection. Dunnell and Greenlee (1999) made this even clearer in a response to Neiman (1998). Neiman framed the waste hypothesis in terms of group-level selection, but Dunnell and Greenlee (1999) rejected this. Individual dietary differences among Late Woodland people, they argued, “serve to illustrate Neiman’s
and they followed a set of routines that determined how they interacted with their environment and other agents. Their environment was abstract, aspatial, and fluctuated through time according to a simple model of environmental variability. We explored the dynamic relationship between the agents and their environment by running simulations. Each simulation involved multiple time-steps, which are called ticks in NetLogo. Each tick, the agents performed the following operations in the order presented:

1. **Age.** Each agent incremented their age variable by 1. The founding population began each simulation at maturity, a setting determined at the outset and one that we varied among the values 1, 5, and 10 in the course of the experiments.

2. **Track offspring.** The agents updated their internal list of offspring, adjusting their counts of juvenile and mature offspring as necessary. The agents kept track of their offspring so they could provision any juveniles they had, and so we could track their lifetime reproductive success.

3. **Gather energy.** Each tick, agents gathered energy, which was an abstract resource the agents needed for survival and reproduction. The amount of energy obtained by each agent was a function of the number of other active agents and the base level of agents supported by the environment (see ODD). This base level was held constant for all of the experiments. As the number of agents increased, the amount of resources available to each agent declined until the population reached the carrying capacity of the environment. Each tick, however, the carrying capacity was perturbed by a simple autoregressive function (see ODD) so that we could explore the impact of through-time environmental variability on waste. When an agent gathered energy, they overwrote their existing energy level with the newly acquired amount. This was done because storage was not permitted in the model. We excluded storage as an option because, as we explained earlier, Dunnell (1989, 47) explicitly stated that waste differs from storage in that it cannot be recovered at a later date.

### Methods

#### The model

We developed our ABM in NetLogo (Wilensky 1999). The overview, design concepts, and details of the ABM are given in Supplemental Material 1 in the form of an ODD document (Grimm et al. 2010). The code can also be downloaded at [https://github.com/wccarleton/abm_waste](https://github.com/wccarleton/abm_waste).

Our model included a set of agents and a dynamic environment. Each agent had several traits (Table 1) and they followed a set of routines that determined whether signifi-ncant changes in the frequency of the waste trait had occurred. Importantly, we used the lifetime reproductive success (LRS) of the agents – measured in terms of the lifetime number of adult offspring – to evaluate the fitness of the traits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value(s)</th>
<th>Fixed?</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of ticks</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>The length of the simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial number of agents</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Number agents at the beginning of a simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base agents</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Base agents permitted – determines base carrying capacity before accounting for environmental variation and maturation period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature</td>
<td>1,5,10</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>The number of ticks for which agents are immature and require provisioning from parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Inheritable provisioning strategy, randomly assigned to the founding population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consume cost</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Amount agents have to consume every tick to stay alive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive cost</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Amount of energy required for agents to reproduce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of waste</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>The probability of waste trait. Each agent can have a value for this trait in the range 0–1 and the starting agents are assigned values randomly with a uniform probability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste drift</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Standard deviation of the random normal distribution characterizing mutation in the probability of waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate AR</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Autoregression parameter for the autoregressive climate process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate standard deviation</td>
<td>0.3,0.5</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>The standard deviation of the simulated autoregressive climate process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Agents consumed energy for survival at a rate determined by a variable that we held constant at 1-unit for all experiments. This amount was chosen so that the base level of agents would be in units of energy available to the population and equivalent to the number of agents that could be supported in the environment – e.g. assuming a base level of 2000 and a current census of 1000 agents, each agent would have two units of energy available for consumption and reproduction, before accounting for environmental change. If an agent had less than one unit of energy available when they performed this step, they died. If an agent died while supporting juvenile offspring, those offspring also died. If a given agent collected more energy than they needed for their own survival, they provided energy to their juvenile, dependent offspring following one of four heritable strategies:

(a) **Even.** The remaining energy was divided evenly among all of the agent’s juvenile offspring.

(b) **Random.** The agent randomly sorted their list of juvenile offspring and provisioned first to the top of the list and then sequentially to the other juveniles in the list. The agent would always provision an amount up to that required for survival for a given juvenile before moving on to the next juvenile in the list.

(c) **First-born-biased.** The given agent first provided energy to their oldest juvenile offspring. They gave an amount up to that required for survival (1-unit) before provisioning other offspring in order of descending age.

(d) **Last-born-biased.** The agent first provisioned their youngest juvenile offspring. They provided an amount up to that required for survival (1-unit) before provisioning their other offspring in order of ascending age.

(5) **Waste.** The instances of cultural elaboration that have been explained with the waste hypothesis range from tattooing to pyramid building (Allen 2010; Sack 2012). Because the costs of these clearly vary along a continuum, we decided that the trait that affects wastefulness should be a continuous one. To reflect this, we used a probability to determine wastefulness. The agents performed a Bernoulli trial – i.e. a virtual coin toss – with a probability equal to their heritable waste trait. The possible outcomes of the trial were `waste` and `not waste`, which determined whether the agents wasted or not.

(6) **Reproduce asexually.** Assuming an agent did not waste, they could devote their remaining energy to reproduction. If their remaining energy was equal to or greater than the reproduction cost of 1-unit of energy (also a constant throughout the experiments) they produced a single offspring. When the agents reproduced, they passed on their waste and neutral traits to their offspring with a small mutation, and they passed on their provisioning strategy with no mutation (see ODD). The starting agents (i.e. the founding population) began the simulation with randomly chosen values for their waste and neutral traits drawn from uniform distributions that spanned 0–1, corresponding to the minimum and maximum values for the traits. They were also randomly assigned one of the four provisioning strategies. Differential reproductive success among the agents meant that all heritable traits were potentially subject to selection.

**The simulation experiments**

In the experiments we explored the impact of two parameters while keeping the others constant. One of the parameters we manipulated was the variance of the carrying capacity. Climate-driven environmental variability was approximated with a time-series from a simple autoregressive process. Although real-world climate processes are more complicated than this, we were primarily interested in variability rather than trends and so chose to limit the sources of uncertainty in the model by using a simple abstract climate process. The process produced a random time-series with values drawn from a normal probability distribution where the value at a given time correlates with the value at previous times. Importantly, the mean of the process only fluctuated over short intervals and was itself mean-reverting so that the long-run mean of the process was stable. We set this long-run mean at 1 for all experiments. We then controlled the variance in the time-series by changing the standard deviation of the autoregressive process, which we varied between two values: 0.3 and 0.5. These values represented climatic regimes with lower and higher variability, respectively. We selected these values to assess the effect of increasing environmental variability without allowing it to wipe out the population (initial exploration showed that if the variance was too high, climate shocks killed off all the agents). The absolute value of the climate time-series at a given tick was then multiplied by the base level of agents to produce the carrying capacity for that tick. The nature of the climate process meant there were runs of ticks during which the carrying capacity was high and other runs during which it was low (see ODD document). Hence, agents were exposed to both periods of energetic abundance and leaner periods that would limit their ability to survive and reproduce.

The other parameter we manipulated was the agents’ maturation period, which was the length of
time over which they needed to be provisioned by their parent. Dunnell did not discuss provisioning explicitly in any of the papers in which he describes the waste hypothesis (Dunnell 1989, 1999; Dunnell and Greenlee 1999). When describing the adaptive waste mechanism, he referred only to “investment in reproduction” (Dunnell 1999, 246), and to a “sink of ‘excess’ time and resources that could be devoted to subsistence/reproduction” (Dunnell 1999, 245). So, it is not clear that he thought provisioning was necessary for adaptive waste. Nonetheless, provisioning is a critical form of reproductive investment for humans and it seemed possible that the length of the maturation period could affect selection on waste by increasing the odds that an agent experiences an environmental downturn while provisioning its immature offspring. Given this, we decided to include maturation period in our model. During this period, agents were entirely dependent on their parents for survival and could not reproduce. In order to account for the possible effect of maturation on the adaptiveness of waste, we varied agents’ maturation period among three values: 1, 5, and 10. The first of these period lengths – 1 tick – represents the case in which no provisioning occurs because agents become mature in the tick immediately following their birth, before the consume-and-provision step of the model. The other two settings, 5 and 10 ticks, represent short and long maturation periods, respectively.

As each simulation progressed, the propensity for waste trait and the neutral trait evolved. The former was affected by both mutation and selection, while the latter was only impacted by mutation. For both traits, mutations were determined by random draws from a zero-mean normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.01. Thus, a given agent’s inherited waste probability was that of their parent’s plus or minus a small random amount of usually less than 0.01. Both traits had to remain between zero and one. So, if the mutation caused the inherited value to be less than zero, the “overflow” was reflected back to produce a value greater than zero. A similar reflection occurred if the value was greater than one. Since the propensity for waste trait was inherited with random mutation, over time the environment selected for a range of optimal values in those inherited traits. These dynamics led to an adaptive change in the distribution of trait values within the agent population. Importantly, because the neutral trait did not impact the agents’ behaviour, changes in the population level statistics of that trait were due to fluctuations in population size (i.e. drift) rather than to selection.

There were several sources of randomness in the model. These included the random mutation process that affected trait heritability; the climate series, which was a random realization of an autocorrelated process; and the random assignment of starting values for inheritable traits in the founding population. To account for these sources of randomness, we used long simulations (many ticks) and we replicated each experiment multiple times. It should be noted that there is a trade-off here: achieving greater certainty about parameter values requires longer simulation runs and more replications, which greatly increases computation time. To strike a balance, we set individual simulations to run for 2000 ticks and re-ran each experiment hundreds of times. This approach allowed us to find stable estimates of relevant parameters like LRS and optimal waste probability, while also observing the long-run dynamics of the model. It also allowed us to find distributions for quantitative estimates of selection direction and strength. Occasionally, simulations would end before reaching 2000 ticks because the agent population died out due to extreme environmental perturbations; these undershot runs occurred more frequently when environmental variability was high. When undershoots occurred, we ran whatever number of replications were necessary to obtain a minimum of 100 samples for analyzing the ABMs long-term dynamics and a minimum of 200 samples for obtaining quantitative estimates of selection statistics.

The analyses
The primary goal of our analysis was to determine whether environmental variability selected for waste in the manner proposed by Dunnell (1989). We needed a framework for determining that selection had occurred in a given experiment and for characterizing the nature of that selection. For this, we turned to the field of quantitative genetics (Walsh and Lynch 2018). In quantitative genetics, evolution is defined as a statistically significant change in the distribution of a trait in a target population. Such a change can potentially be indicative of selection, especially if the quantitative trait in question correlates with a measure of fitness. Given this framework, we reasoned that if selection favoured waste we should see (1) a positive correlation between waste and the fitness metric we used, LRS; (2) significant changes in the distribution of waste propensity from the founding population of agents; and (3) the mean of the waste trait distribution should be well above the minimum possible level given the dynamics of the model. Importantly, these patterns should be evident in a high-variability environment even if they are not evident in a low-variability one.

We began by plotting the time-series of waste and neutral trait means for each experiment. The series show the common mean of the trait distributions in a given tick. These mean series were plotted individually – one series for each simulation run in a given experiment. We used somewhat transparent lines so that portions of the parameter space most often visited by the simulations in a given experiment would appear
darker than other regions of the same space. Then, we calculated the pointwise median of all mean series at a given tick in each experiment. The series of pointwise medians – the grand median – was plotted in white to distinguish it from background of individual mean time-series. These time-series plots were used to visually assess the short- and long-term dynamics of the neutral and waste trait distributions for each experiment while accounting for the variation between individual simulation runs.

Next, we produced fitness landscape plots for each experiment. Fitness landscapes show the relationship between fitness and a given trait (Walsh and Lynch 2018). In the present case, these plots are simply point scatters showing the LRS and waste probability trait value of the adult agents from a given experiment. To produce the scatters, we used a sample of simulation runs, one from each experiment.

Subsequently, we determined whether there was evidence that selection had occurred in each experiment. This was done with a recently developed metric called the distributional selection differential (DSD) (Henshaw and Zemel 2017; Walsh and Lynch 2018). This metric measures overall changes in quantitative trait distributions. It is sensitive to changes in mean, variance, and shape, which means it can be used to identify both linear and nonlinear selection. The metric can be calculated in several ways (Henshaw and Zemel 2017); we used the method that involves the “covariance definition” of the DSD. According to this, the DSD can be estimated with the covariance between a target quantitative trait and a measure of fitness. As we mentioned, the measure of fitness we used is LRS, quantified by a given agent’s lifetime number of adult offspring. This measure was appropriate because our model and the waste hypothesis focus on selection of parental phenotypes – i.e. the waste trait of a parent not the traits of the offspring. It is only those offspring who survive to adulthood that will contribute to the waste trait distribution of future generations. Hence, the number of offspring successfully raised to maturity is the most appropriate measure of fitness for present purposes.

We calculated the DSD for both the waste and neutral trait in each of the simulation runs for each experiment. This resulted in samples of 200 DSDs per trait per experiment. Then, we used histograms to compare the distributions of DSD samples between the waste and neutral traits. Changes in the neutral trait, measured with DSD distributions, reflected the effect of pure drift on the evolution of traits in the population. Drift occurred when mature agents died of starvation. This only happened when a random environmental perturbation suddenly decreased the carrying capacity, at which point a portion of mature agents were unable to gather sufficient resources for survival, reproduction, and provisioning. The specific agents were chosen randomly – determined by their order in the “gather energy” step of the ABM. Consequently, changes in the population distribution of the neutral trait caused by this random culling are purely a product of drift. Thus, the neutral trait allowed us to determine whether any observed changes in the waste trait – as measured by DSDs – could be differentiated from changes that would be expected if the waste trait were not under any selective pressure. Importantly, we calculated the DSD using the founding population in each experiment. This was because the founding population is the only cohort that represents pre-selection conditions.

While the DSD is a useful general measure for identifying selection, it does not indicate the direction of selection. To determine the latter, we used selection gradients (Walsh and Lynch 2018). A selection gradient is an estimate of the rate of change in fitness given a unit change in the mean of a quantitative trait. This measure naturally includes a sign and is often estimated using a least-squares approach that fits a linear model to fitness and trait data – essentially a linear regression wherein a given quantitative trait is used to predict fitness. In the case of the waste ABM, the gradient estimates the relationship between agent LRS and waste probability. A negative gradient (i.e. a negative slope of the regression line) would indicate a decrease in the trait mean, while a positive gradient would indicate an increase. We calculated the selection gradients for the waste trait in each experiment using the same software we used for the DSD and with the same data from the founding populations. We also plotted the LRS of agents against their waste and neutral traits for each experiment.

Thereafter, we used selection differentials to quantify the strength of selection. A selection differential is the change in a quantitative trait mean after a selection event (Walsh and Lynch 2018). They are measured in units of the trait – probability, in the present case – and so can also be used to estimate the strength of selection. We did this by calculating the ratio of the magnitude of the differential to the maximum possible monotonic change in the mean of the waste trait. We began each simulation with a uniform distribution of waste in the agent population that had a mean of 0.5. The largest possible monotonic change in this mean was the difference between its starting value and the minimum/maximum value possible given the dynamics and constraints of the model. The minimum mean for the waste trait in the experiments we conducted was ~0.007 and the maximum was ~0.993 (see the ODD). Thus, the largest magnitude of monotonic change possible for the mean of the waste trait distribution was ~0.493. This is the upper limit on the response to selective pressure that could have been experienced by the founding population. A negative change of that magnitude, for example, could only
have occurred if every agent with a waste trait greater than zero failed to reproduce, which would indicate extremely strong negative selection against waste. Ratios of the initial mean to this upper limit that are close to one indicate that nearly the strongest conceivable selective pressure was present, while ratios near zero indicate very weak selective pressure was present.

Lastly, we compared the waste trait distributions to the theoretical lower-limiting distribution for that trait. Given the model’s dynamics for inheritance and the boundaries of the waste trait, the lower-limiting distribution for the waste trait is half-normal with a scale parameter equal to \((1/\sigma)\), where \(\sigma\) is the standard deviation of the normal distribution used to mutate the heritable traits in the ABM (see the ODD). In the six experiments, the mean of this lower-limiting distribution was \(\sim 0.007\). This is what we would expect to see if only agents with a waste trait of zero were permitted to reproduce. The lower limit is a distribution with non-zero mean instead of simply zero because the mutation process is random and continuously injects non-zero values for the waste trait into the system. It is important to point out, though, that this lower-limiting distribution does not account for the random environmental fluctuations in the model. Functionally, the lower limit may be higher than this estimate because of environmental upswings that reduce selective pressure. Still, the theoretical lower limit served as a point of reference against which we could compare the observed level of waste in a given experiment.

All the analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team 2019). We calculated the DSD with the aid of software developed by Henshaw and Zemel (2017) and made available on Github (https://github.com/jjono/DSD).

**Results**

As we explained earlier, at the core of Dunnell’s (1989) waste hypothesis is the idea that, in a highly variable environment, individuals who suppress their reproduction by wasting will have lower offspring mortality than individuals who waste less and have a lot of offspring. To ensure that the dynamics of our model captured this, we selected one of the simulation runs and created scatter plots that compare propensity to engage in wasting behaviour to two key reproductive variables – the lifetime number of immature and mature offspring, or total reproductive output (TRO), and the fraction of offspring who survived to adulthood, or lifetime reproductive success (LRS) (Figure 1). The plots show that low-waste agents have many more offspring over a lifetime than high-waste agents, but also that low-waste agents suffer a much higher immature offspring mortality rate. We examined comparable plots for a large number of simulations involving different simulation parameters and they all showed the same pattern. Additional plots we created demonstrated that the effect is accentuated as environmental variability is increased (Supplementary Material 2). Thus, the model’s dynamics captured the waste hypothesis’ central idea.

**Figure 2** illustrates what happened to the average frequencies of the waste and neutral traits in the course of the experiments. In each panel, the black lines track the frequency of the traits in a single simulation, while
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**Figure 1.** Scatter plots comparing waste propensity to two key reproductive variables. One variable (left plot) compares waste to the lifetime number of immature and mature offspring, or total reproductive output (TRO); and the other (right plot) compares waste to the fraction of offspring who survived to adulthood, or lifetime reproductive success (LRS).
the white line is the grand median of the means of the traits across all the simulations in a single experiment. The grand median approximates the optimal, long-run level for the trait after accounting for model stochasticity and random drift.

The grand medians for the neutral trait are more or less constant. There is an increase in the variance of the neutral trait through time, but the grand medians are always around 0.5. The pattern for the waste trait is markedly different. In all six experiments, the grand median for the waste trait decreases. This suggests that wasting behaviour was subjected to negative rather than positive selection, which runs counter to the predictions of Dunnell’s (1989) hypothesis.

The rate of decline in average waste propensity varied depending on the agents’ maturation period. It was fastest when the maturation period was 1, intermediate when the maturation period was 5, and slowest when maturation period was 10. This was not a consequence of increasing maturation period moderating the selection pressure against waste. Rather, the patterns of change in the waste trait (Figure 2) and the age-at-death distributions (Figure 3) show that it was due to slower population turnover when maturation periods were longer. Agents only died of starvation in the ABM; they did not die from old age. Consequently, when agents were able to obtain enough resources to live but not enough to provision offspring, average adult agent mortality decreased, lifespans increased, and the population turned over more slowly. This occurred more often in experiments with longer maturation periods because they provided more opportunities for offspring to die of starvation.

Comparing the results of the low and high variability experiments reveals another pattern that goes against the predictions of Dunnell’s (1989) waste hypothesis. Figure 2 demonstrates that regardless of the maturation period, the impact of negative selection on wasting behaviour was larger in the high environmental variability condition than in the low environmental variability one. Given that the waste hypothesis specifically argues that wasting behaviour is an adaptive response to high environmental variability, this is the opposite of what we should see if the hypothesis is correct.
Figures 4 and 5 are fitness landscapes for the neutral and waste traits derived from the data yielded by the six experiments. Figure 4 shows the LRS and neutral trait values for all adult agents that ever “lived” in the experiments; Figure 5 presents the same for the waste trait. In Figure 4 it is obvious that there is no correlation between the neutral trait and LRS, which is as it should be, given that the trait was only affected by drift. In contrast, Figure 5 shows that there is a strong, negative relationship between LRS and the waste trait. While there is substantial variability in LRS in each simulation, and many agents never manage to successfully rear any offspring to adulthood, a greater propensity to waste is associated with lower LRS in all the experiments. Thus, this set of results also contradicts the predictions of Dunnell’s (1989) waste hypothesis.

Figure 6 shows the DSD distributions of the neutral and waste traits. To reiterate, when compared to a neutral baseline, DSD values can reveal the occurrence of selection by showing that a change in a trait is sufficiently large to rule out drift as the cause. In Figure 6, all the waste DSD histograms (dark grey) are right-shifted relative to the neutral DSD histograms (light grey). The difference between the two distributions decreases as maturation period increases but it never disappears. As such, the distributions indicate that there is a difference in DSD estimates between the waste and neutral traits. This in turn indicates that the changes in the waste trait distributions are likely due to selection rather than drift, which is contrary to the predictions of Dunnell’s (1989) hypothesis.

Figure 7 presents the distributions of the waste trait selection differentials. As we explained earlier, selection differentials indicate the mean change in fitness per unit change in a quantitative trait. Figure 7 shows that almost all the selection differentials were negative with few exceptions. This means that selection drove down the frequency of the waste trait in nearly all the simulation runs. The ratio of the magnitude of the differentials to the maximum possible change in mean waste probability indicates that the selective pressure was strong (Figure 8). The averages of the ratios ranged from 0.10 to 0.34, which translates into negative changes of anywhere from 10% of the maximum to 34% of the maximum in a single generation. Selection on propensity for waste, therefore, was both negative and strong in the experiments. This is another finding that is strongly inconsistent with the predictions of Dunnell’s (1989) hypothesis.

Figure 9 compares the minimum theoretical distribution of waste in the ABM with the observed distributions for each experiment. The light grey curve is the minimum theoretical distribution for the waste trait given the inheritance and mutation dynamics of
the ABM (see ODD). The dark grey histogram shows the sample distribution of waste trait values for the last 500 ticks of a sample simulation from the relevant experiment. While the empirical distributions are not in the lowest possible positions, the plots show that the long-run stable waste distributions were near the lower limit in all cases. This indicates that the long-run optimal level of the waste trait was very low. Once again, this is a finding that is contrary to the predictions of Dunnell’s (1989) hypothesis.

Discussion

In the study reported here we used an ABM and statistical methods from the field of quantitative genetics to test the most important prediction of Dunnell’s (1989) original version of the waste hypothesis – namely that wasting behaviour should lead to higher lifetime reproductive success for individuals when environmental variability is high. The results we obtained were inconsistent with this prediction. We did not find any evidence that selection favoured waste, even when environmental variability was high. Rather, our analyses indicated that there was always selection against waste, and the selection was strong. We found that average waste levels were reduced by anywhere from 10% to 34% within a single generation. In addition, the experiments indicated that the optimal level of waste was low regardless of how variable the environment was. In the vast majority of simulation runs, the average waste propensity dropped from the starting value of 50% to between 0% and 5%. Strikingly, the declines in average waste propensity were more rapid when environmental variability was high than when it was low, which is the opposite of what Dunnell (1989) suggested should happen. We contend that, taken together, these results cast considerable doubt on the ability of Dunnell’s (1989) version of the waste hypothesis to explain ancient monuments and other forms of cultural elaboration in the past.

Supplementary exploration of the model revealed that it was possible to induce selection for wasting behaviour by manipulating the provisioning strategy variable (Supplemental Material 2). To reiterate, at the beginning of each simulation run in the main experiments, the founding agents were each randomly assigned one of four provisioning strategies: (1) even, according to which an agent would divide their energy evenly among their immature offspring; (2) random, which involved randomly ordering immature offspring and then provisioning the first in the list up to the amount required for survival before moving onto the

Figure 4. Plots of lifetime reproductive success versus the neutral trait for a randomly selected simulation run from a given experiment.
next offspring in the list; (3) first-born biased, according to which an agent would first provision their eldest immature offspring up to the amount required for survival before provisioning the next eldest and so on; (4) last-born-biased, the opposite of first-born-biased. The provisioning strategy assigned to a founding agent was passed on to its descendants without mutation, so the frequency of the different provisioning strategies in the population was governed by selection and, if population size decreased substantially as a result of environmental downturns, by drift. In all the main experiments, it was the first-born-biased provisioning strategy that was favoured by selection (Figure S1). In the majority of runs, it was the only strategy in use in the population within a few generations. In the supplementary exploration of the model, we fixed the provisioning strategy of the founding population to one of the four possible strategies, thereby making it impossible for selection to choose among them. When we assigned all agents the first-born-biased strategy, the simulations returned the same result as the main experiments, i.e. strong selection against wasting behaviour. However, when all agents were assigned one of the other strategies, there was selection for a non-minimum level of waste. This is important because it demonstrates that the model and experiments did not exclude wasting behaviour as a consequence of our decision-making. That it was possible for us to force the model to favour wasting behaviour means that the main experiments could have in principle supported Dunnell’s (1989) hypothesis and that they failed to do so because wasting behaviour was not adaptive.

Given that the supplementary simulations show that the results of the main experiments were heavily dependent on selection having favoured the first-born-biased provisioning strategy, it is worth considering whether this scenario is realistic for human populations. There are both theoretical and empirical reasons to think that it is. Theoretically, selection is likely to favour first-born-biased provisioning in species that usually give birth to only one offspring at a time and face intermittent resource shortages, as is the case with humans (Hrdy and Judge 1993; Hertwig, Davis, and Sulloway 2002; Jeon 2008; Bu and Sulloway 2016). Under such conditions earlier-born offspring are more likely to survive to maturity than their later-born siblings. This is because they will experience an initial period when they are the sole recipient of resources, which improves their fitness relative to later-born offspring, making reinvestment the rational choice (Hertwig, Davis, and Sulloway 2002). Additionally, earlier-born offspring will have less time

Figure 5. Plots of lifetime reproductive success versus the waste trait for a randomly selected simulation run from a given experiment.
remaining in their maturation period than later-born ones. The time remaining to maturity affects the odds of survival because more time as a dependent makes suffering at least one fatal parental resource shortfall more likely. Thus, even though other provisioning strategies are possible, the one that is theoretically most likely among humans is first-born-biased provisioning. The available empirical evidence is consistent with this theoretical argument. Humans have been found to provide first-borns with more attention (Price 2005), extra nourishment (Horton 1988), better healthcare (Hertwig, Davis, and Sulloway 2002), and/or larger inheritances (Hrdy and Judge 1993; Mechoulan and Wolff 2015). Importantly, recent research has also shown that first-born-biased investment among humans has real fitness consequences. A recent large-sample study of pre-industrial Finns (Faurie, Russell, and Lummaa 2009), for example, determined that first-born males have a higher lifetime reproductive success than later-born offspring males. Thus, selection’s preference for the first-born-biased provisioning strategy in our experiments is not only what we would expect based on theory but is also consistent with what we see in many human populations. Needless to say, this adds weight to our contention that our experiments cast doubt on the validity of Dunnell’s (1989) hypothesis.

There have now been two formal evaluations of the waste hypothesis – the present study and Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) assessment of their bet-hedging version of the waste hypothesis, which also employed an ABM. Intriguingly, the results of these studies point in different directions. While our results imply that Dunnell’s (1989) version of the waste hypothesis is not valid, Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) results suggest the opposite with regard to their bet-hedging version of the hypothesis. There would seem to be two obvious potential explanations for this difference. One is that the bet-hedging version of the hypothesis captures at least one key factor that Dunnell’s (1989) version does not and that factor creates conditions under which waste is adaptive. The other possibility is that Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) test of the hypothesis returned a false-positive result. At the moment, we are not in a position to determine which of these possibilities is correct because the software for Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) model is no longer available (Carl Lipo, personal communication). However, we do want to draw attention to two features of Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) model that could be responsible for the difference in outcomes. In Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) ABM, agents gathered energy from their environment and spent it on survival and reproduction.
also acquired traits via a dual-inheritance system. One inheritance pathway involved inheritance of a suite of immutable “genetic” traits transmitted from parents to offspring during reproduction. The other inheritance pathway involved a set of potentially mutable “cultural” traits transmitted horizontally between agents during random encounters. Agents initially inherited both their genetic and cultural traits from their progenitors, but they could then change their cultural traits as they interacted with other agents. The constellation of genetic and culturally inherited traits constituted a given agent’s phenotype.

Importantly for testing the waste hypothesis, one of the cultural traits that could be inherited via transmission was costly to the receiving agent – i.e. the receiving agent lost energy to acquire the trait, representing “wasteful” investment in cultural elaboration. Another culturally inherited trait determined the amount of energy a given agent would be willing to waste during such a transmission.

Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999) ran two main experiments to test the bet-hedging version of the waste hypothesis. One involved a highly variable environment and the other a more stable one. During the experiments, Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999) tracked the lifetime waste and the lifetime number of offspring of each agent. Then, they divided the agents into high- and low-waste phenotypes based on their lifetime waste indicated by the total amount of energy they spent on the wasteful cultural tokens. Next, they compared the fitness of the two types where fitness was the relative proportion of a given type compared to the other type – i.e. “Fisherian fitness.” To compare the fitness of phenotypes, they calculated the arithmetic and geometric mean fitness across all time-steps for each type. They included the geometric mean because it is known to more accurately reflect long-term fitness in variable environments (Orr 2009). In the experiments in the more stable environment, both means were higher for the low-waste phenotype, indicating the low-waste type would have higher long-term reproductive success in low-variability environments. In the more variable environment, in contrast, both types had roughly the same arithmetic mean fitness, but the high-waste type had higher geometric mean fitness. Consequently, in the more variable environment, the high-waste type spread faster over the long-term than the low-waste type. These findings, Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999) argued, demonstrate that the bet-hedging waste model is “theoretically sufficient” to explain wasteful behaviour among humans.

One feature of Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) ABM that we have concerns about is the
provisioning strategy employed by their agents. While it is clear that Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999) included provisioning of some sort in their model (pg. 270), they did not specify how parental resources were distributed among dependant offspring. As the results of our supplementary exploration demonstrate, forcing agents to use certain provisioning strategies rather than allowing selection to choose the optimal provisioning strategy can create conditions in which wasting behaviour is adaptive. Thus, it is possible that the results obtained by Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999) differ from those obtained in the present study because they assigned agents a provisioning strategy other than first-born-biased and did not allow the provisioning strategy variable to evolve via selection.

Another feature of Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) ABM that we have doubts about concerns storage. In Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) ABM, agents inherited traits that determined the surplus energy they would be required to hold before reproducing. This surplus was energy above the level required for survival. By increasing the surplus variable, a given agent would stockpile more energy before reproducing – i.e. they had greater storage. Even if the level of that storage could fluctuate, the agent would be able to store energy without loss, which seems likely to be a significant adaptive advantage in any environment, especially a highly variable one. However, storage is not a feature of the waste hypothesis. Both Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) bet-hedging version of the hypothesis and Dunnell’s (1989) version clearly describe waste as energy expended and not stored. Thus, by permitting storage, Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) ABM includes a variable that is not only not part of the waste hypothesis but also has the potential to give rise to the results Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999) obtained.

In our view, the uncertainty about provisioning strategies and the inclusion of storage in Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon’s (1999) ABM raise questions about the reliability of their results and suggest that further research on their bet-hedging version of the waste hypothesis is required. Specifically, there is a need to recreate and then revise Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999) ABM in such a way that the provisioning strategy variable is subject to selection and agents are not allowed to store energy, and then re-run the analyses they reported. In the meantime, we think it would be wise for archaeologists to also be somewhat skeptical about the ability of the bet-hedging version of the waste hypothesis to explain instances of cultural
elaboration in the past. It could be that, like Dunnell’s (1989) version of the waste hypothesis, the bet-hedging version is an unreliable explanation of cultural elaboration in the archaeological record.

Conclusions

In the study reported in this paper we assessed Dunnell’s (1989) influential explanation for the occurrence of ancient monuments and other forms of cultural elaboration. Dunnell (1989) hypothesized that wasting energy on cultural elaboration is adaptive when environments are highly variable. To evaluate this proposition, we created an ABM and monitored two variables – the agents’ propensity for waste and their long-term reproductive success, which we measured by counting the number of offspring they raised to adulthood in their lifetime. We compared these variables between experiments with different combinations of settings for environmental variability and the agents’ maturation period. Toggling between low and high settings for environmental variability allowed us to determine whether environmental variability selected for agents with higher waste propensities. Including different maturation periods allowed us to account for the potentially confounding effect of differences in provisioning period length. We repeated the experiments hundreds of times to account for randomness in the ABM.

The results we obtained run counter to the central prediction of Dunnell’s (1989) hypothesis. We found that the propensity for waste was strongly selected against irrespective of environmental variability. At the start of each experiment agents wasted 50% of the time on average, but selection rapidly drove down that average rate to around 5–10%, and the final distribution of waste propensities was close to the minimum possible. This suggests that Dunnell’s (1989) version of the waste hypothesis is not, in the words of Madsen, Lipo, and Cannon (1999, 252), “theoretically sufficient.” Its proposed dynamics do not lead to the proposed outcome. Accordingly, we think

Figure 9. Plots comparing the distribution of the waste trait values in the last 500 ticks of a given experiment (dark histograms) to the theoretical lower-limiting distribution (light grey curve). The samples comprise all waste trait values from the last 500 ticks of all simulation runs of a given experiment. The theoretical lower-limiting distribution does not account for environmental variability, so the functional minimum distribution would have a wider variance and higher mean than this theoretical lower limit. The vertical lines show the sample average of the observed waste trait values (grey dashed) and the mean of the half-normal lower-limiting distribution (grey solid).
archaeologists probably should stop using it to explain monuments and other forms of cultural elaboration in the past.
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